P. OX. NO. 23301
AND ITS IMPORTANCE FOR THE STUDY OF
NICOLAUS OF DAMASCUS2
One of the prime considerations in evaluating the merits of
a rustorian is to assess rus technique - not only to discover rus
sources, where trus is possible, but also to analyse the way in
wruch he uses them, and thereby gain a rational idea of his
literary and historical approach. This article is concerned with
trying to establish what methods Nicolaus adopted. A certain
amount of work has been done on trus question and different
answers suggested, but trus papyrus, as will be shown later,
enables us for the first time to study the actual process and not
merely to attempt to deduce it.
This second century A.D. papyrus of 28 short lines records
part of a letter allegedly written by a Median general called
Stryangaeus to Zarinaea 3), the defeated queen of the Sacae, with
whom he had become infatuated. The letter is preceded by 4 Y2
lines of fragmentary dialogue between Stryangaeus and an unnamed individual, and the whole breaks off in mid-sentence 4).
The authorship of the papyrus is not disputed. The anonymous
"De Mulieribus" traces in the story prior to the fragment, and
quotes Ctesias as the author of it 5). More important, Deme1) Pap. Ox.XXII (1954), No. 2330, p. 83, ed. e.H.Roberts=F.Gr.H.
688F8b.
2) e. 64 BC - at least 3 Be. Tutor to Antony and Cleopatra's ehildren
(F.Gr.H. 90 T 2), friend and adviser of Herod the Great (90 TT 1,3-7,12),
aequaintanee of Augustus (90 TT 1, 10), historian, philosopher, diplomat.
3) For variant readings of these two names see: Nicolaus, 90 F 5;
Demetrius "De EIoe." 213 = 688 F 8a; Tzetzes "Chil." 12.897; Suidas,
s.v. L"l2vyyaioc;; P. Ox. 2330; Anon. "De Mul." 2 = 688 F 7; Diodorus
2·34034) For fuller details of the story see: Anon. "De Mulieribus quae
bello claruerunt" 2 = 688 F 7; Nieolaus, 90 F 5; Diodorus (2.34.1-5 ~
688 F I, pp. 451-453), though not mentioning this particular incident,
testifies to the influential position of Zarinaea among her own people.
5) See n. 4·
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trius 6), while discussing the means of achieving lvaeyeta, cites
this particular part of Ctesias to exemplify his point and quotes
the actual beginning of this letter, which differs ooIy in one
negligible detail from the papyrus. As Roberts points oue), there
can thus be little doubt that the papyrus fragment contains not
another version of the Ctesias original, but the text of Ctesias
himself. Nicolaus also has the same story and records a letter
which parallels that of Ctesias, and it is generally accepted that in
90 FF 1-5 at least he was using the Cnidian as his source 8). Disagreement arises, however, on exactly how Nicolaus treated
this material. The papyrus' importance lies in the fact that it allows a direct comparison to be made between the two historians,
and an assessment of Nicolaus' methods of using part of the
"Persica" 9).
There are basically two views. Jacoby believed that in
Nicolaus' narrative could be seen Ctesias' artistry in story-telling 10),but several have opposed this. Laqueur maintained that
Nicolaus himself was mainly responsible for his lively style of
narrative by "imposing a style of his own" on the Ctesias'
material l l). He seems to be supported by Roberts, who states that
Nicolaus "rewrote and elaborated" this part of Ctesias 12). Wacholder tao feels that Laqueur's thesis is probably correct, and
bases his argument on two points: (i) Diodorus' and Photius'
excerptions from Ctesias reveal the latter's lively style, but Nicolaus' "dramatic presentation" is not found in either 13); (H) There
6) Demetrius "De Eloc." 209-213, 215-216 = 688 T 14a; 213-214
688 F 8a. The exact words are eyw f1-e.v ae lawaa, xal av f'eV &' Ef'e eadJflrl';,
eyw t5e &d ae d;n;WAOJl'l)V (F.Gr.H IIIC, p. 4P, coL 2, lines 25-27). There is
no lI/lv after the av in the second dause of the papyrus.
7) Op. cit. (0. I), p. 82.
8) See F.]acoby, F.Gr.H. IIC (Comm.), p. 235; R.Laqueur, PW
XVII.!, coL 389.
9) This papyrus is virtually the only source material that has survived.
90 F 80 = Athenaeus 6.54, p. 249A shows that Caesar B.G. 3.22 was used,
but it is impossible to say with any certainty to what extent. It is omitted
in the present review because its use by Nicolaus involved translation from
the Latin into Greek, with inevitable chaoges in vocabulary aod style.
10) F.]acoby, F.Gr.H. IIC (Comm.), p. 235, lioes 26-27, (Berlin
1926).
II) R. Laqueur, PW XVII.I, s. v. "Nikolaos" No. 20, coL 389 (1936).
Cf also ]. Gilmore, "The Fragments of the 'Persika' of Ktesias", p. 107
(London, 1888).
12) Op. cit. (1954), p. 82, lines 15-18.
13) B. Z. Wacholder, "Nicolaus of Damascus", (Califomia, 1962),
p. 68 and p. 122f, nn. 21 and 44.
=
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is no evidence that Ctesias used dialogue for dramatic purposes 14); Nicolaus' experience of writing tragedies was thus
used "to heighten interest in a story" 15). The second point is
shown to be wrong by both Photius and Demetrius preserving
pieces of dialogue from Ctesias 16). As for point (i), it can reasonably be argued that it would be very unlikely for any historian
given to highly-coloured descriptions, as Ctesias was, to avoid
using the technique of speech and dialogue. Demetrius commends
him for the interesting and dramatic quality of his writing, and
this theme is elaborated by Photius 17). Furthermore, it is not surprising that there is little indication of dialogue in Diodorus' and
Photius' excerpts from Ctesias. Their aim seems to have been to
make a fairly general precis of Ctesias, and consequently dialogue
would be the first "luxury" to be dispensed with in any such
process. For Ctesias to achieve these vivid qualities in his writing
without the use of direct speech would be both difficult and
unnecessary. It is therefore not a question of whether, but ofhow
far he went in his utilisation of this medium, and how much
Nicolaus modelled his source, for which this papyrus is of crucial
importance:

Ctesias (p. Ox. 233 0 )

Nicolaus (90 F 5).

"[.] a. a. [.]. Ae. anavtp. Te<; lJ'
i[a]nv ön liyo<; tvsAeme<;". 0 lJ'
elnev' "(lJsee -ro yoiW new-rov
[y]ea,u!wm [y ]ea-rpw neo<; Zaeetevatav"· ",ai yeaepst' "I:-revayya'io<; Zaee[tev]atat oiJ-rw Uyst'
iyw pev ae Bawaa, ",al av lJt' ipe
ia[w] 81J<;, iyw lJe lJta. ae anw-

.... neo<; Te -rov evvovxov cMvee-ro. -rsAo<; CJe yeatpa<; el<; CJtep8eeav i~we",wae -rOY ivvovxov,
inetMv av-rov lJLaxerW1Jmt, ,u1JCJev neO",aTemona -r~v lJtep8eeay
anoCJovyat Zaewatc!-, iysyeamo
CJs' "I:-revayya'io<; Zaewatc!- U'.ll
,\
~ ae eawaa
"
"
yet -raue'
eyw
pev
-re

14) Ib., pp. 68f and 123, nn. 46-47. Wacholder cites 90 FF 3-4, 44
and 66 as examples of this technique, but these beg the question.
15) Ib., p. 69. Nicolaus wrote reaycpdtac; ... "ai "wflcpdtac; dJdo"tflovC;
according to Suidas, s. v. Nt,(6).aoc; = 90 F 132.1.
16) Demetrius "De Eloc." 216 = 688 F 24; Photius "BibI." 72, nb,
p. III (ed. R.Henry, Brussels, 1947) = 688 F 13.13, p. 460. It is also worth
noting that these extracts, from Ctesias' original, take the same questiondialogue form as 90 F 3 (conversation between Arbaces and Belesys), cited
by Wacholder (p. 69) as an example of Nicolaus' dramatisation.
17) Demetrius "De Eloc." 2°9-213 = 688 T I4a; Photius "BibI."
72, 45a, p. IB, lines 12-15 = 688 T 13. Cf also 688 TT IIb-IIe and
I I h. Ctesias' "Persica" was in 23 books.
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[A]Op1JV, ual aneuuwa aVTOe;
eflavTov' ov yae flOt av eßOVAOV
' \ ue
~\
- Ta\
xae [t'] aaae
-w. eyw
TaVTa
uaua ual TOl' eew-ra ToVCJe OV"
aVTOe; elAOP1711, 0 CJe eeoe; 01ho[e;]
eanv Uowoe; ual aol "al änaatv
al,()edxn;ounv. ßunt IleV 01511 eV.ewe; eAfh7t, nAetawe; ye 1]CJovae;
MCJwaw, ual aAAa nAe'iaTa ayaea
enobJO'ev aVTOv, ßum Oe oeyd;oftCVoe; eA.e1J (t) o[lov]nee 8fwl ~·VV,
nAe'iaTa u[aua ee]yaaapC1JOe; TO
uAevTa'iov neoeetl;ov anwAwev
'e' [e] SlpSV. UUflateOftat
,
J: \
uat\ e.,eT
ue
TWt eflWt ea~,aTWt. [e]yw rae
aOt ua-raeaaopat pev ovMl', enev1;0ftat Oe aOt n]v OtualO[T]a[T]1Jv
"
eVX1J'V'
et, pev av epe [-~]'
u tU [a ] ta
eno{1Jaoe;, nOA\

\'

\

***

ual TW'V rvv naeOVTW'V ayaewv
alnoe; yeY011a' av Oe /-te aneXUt-

11ae; "al na'VTwv a'VoV'YJToV nenO{1Juae;.

,

\

T

_

I

st pC'l' OV1' aot TaVTa neneaUTW
ot"a{we;, av oe na'VTw'V TVxOte;
TW'V ayaew'V "al e't1Je; flauae{a'
cl Oe aot"we;, av Oe -rov aVTov
naeove; eflol ne'i(2av },aßOte;' "al
yae /-wt naen1'eaae; TOlOVTO'V
ye'Veaeat."

The difference between the two introductions is particulady strildng: (i) To convey the feelings of Stryangaeus Ctesias
used dialogue ; NicoIaus abbreviates the conversation to "he
poured out his troubles to the eunuch". (H) The Greek of the
first five lines of the papyrus fragment is short and simple, but
Nicolaus has woven the dialogue into more flowing language;
his clauses are subordinated rather than coordinated, and the
repetitive yeap/-WT(J, yea1jJW ... yeaepst is not adopted. (iii) For no
apparent reason the perfectly acceptable O{JTW Myst is changed
to Uyet Taoe. (iv) According to Nicolaus, the eunuch was made
to swear that he would say nothing about Stryangaeus' suicide
when he gave the letter to Zarinaea 18), but there is nothing about
this in Ctesias. This injunction can not have been found earlier
than the beginning of the papyrus fragment, since Stryangaeus'
decision to write a letter is found within the compass of the
18) 90 F 5, p. ;36, lines 20-22.
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papyrus. Nicolaus says it happened after the writing of the letter.
Ctesias must have inserted this order when the Mede had finished writing the letter; Nicolaus then transposed the order of
his source and inserted it before he gave the contents of the
letter.
The contents of the papyrus letter fall into two main parts Stryangaeus reminds the queen of his good services to her and
criticises the treatment she returned (Hnes 7- II, 24-27); secondly,
he attributes the impasse between them to the influence of 0 ()eo~
(Hnes II-24)19). Nicolaus in his version makes no reference to
this second seetion, perhaps because he thought it spoilt the
effect of intimate talk which had been estabHshed at the opening
of the letter. The ten Hnes contain 42 words, and if the full
argument is taken (eyw oe -r:ai57:a - ()a'Va:up) 59, i. e. well over half
the total number of words extant in the papyrus letter. This
seems to suggest that Nicolaus was in the habit of dispensing
with those parts of his source which detracted from the main
lines of the story.
The verbal arrangements of Ctesias and Nicolaus make interesting comparison. Ctesias himse1f was clearly influenced by
rhetoric, especiallyby the use of antithesis. In his first sentence
' " pev ae'"
" Sue
'S
1/
) , t h e pe'V
/ an dS/d
eawaa ... , eyw
uLa' ae" a:rr;WIIOp'YJ'V
ue 0
( eyw
not directly contrast opposing ideas but emphasise the same
person, the clauses as a whole being juxtaposed, but this is not
repeated by Nicolaus who writes eyw pe'V ae sawaa . .. , av oe I~e
Mb''l'eLYa~, and thereby draws attention to the two parties involved. Ctesias seems to have the antithesis here to help the chiastic
and symmetrical effect of the four lines, as:
1.

A.

2.

eyw ~tB'V ae sawaa,

"al av OL' efle ea (!J()'YJ~,

2.

1.

B.

eyw oe OUl ae MWAQfl'YJ'V,

uai MeU'l'eLYa

avrd~

epavro'V.

19) Probably Eros. The OVTOr; qualifying <5 (Je Beor; would then aptly
refer back to T<lv leWTa Tov(Je of the sentence before.
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The four clauses and the individual words in them are carefully balanced. Not only is the active-passive sequence of the
first two verbs reversed in the last two, but their meanings are
also contrasted. Stryangaeus begins by laying especial emphasis
on his own role towards the queen - that of saviour (eyw •••
e(Jw(Ja, "al (Jv ... e(J(!J()'Yj~). She on the other hand has been the
cause of his disillusionment and death (eyw fle flul (Je WtwAO/1'7'V)'
The other words were then arranged inside this chiastic structure, the (Je B(Jw(Ja of A I balancing Wts"Utva ... eflaVTO'V of B 2,
and the (JV &' e/1s of A 2 set against the eyw ... &d (Je of BI. Even
the number of words in the clauses balances - the two sets of
clauses (A and B) have eight words, Aland B 2 having four each,
and A2 and B I five each, and both sets are linked internally with
the pivot word "al. Once Ctesias had decided on a basic arrangement of contrasts, the tautology of Aland A2 was admitted on
artistic grounds 20).
Nicolaus has several deviations in arrangement from
Ctesias. The eyw /1& (Je B(Jw(Ja of F 5 is taken over completely
from Ctesias Aland (Jv fls flB Wtb'TBtva~ matches BI. The two
other clauses ("al 'tW'V 'VV'V - ysyo'Va; "atnu'VTw'V eJ.'VO'V'YjTOV nBnol'Yj"a~) give no new information but are merely extensions of the
ideas contained in the two clauses to which they are appended.
This strongly suggests that Nicolaus purposely retained the
four-part structure of his source, and added his second and
fourth clauses as "filling" in the same way as Ctesias. In the process he removed Ctesias' (Jv &'efls . .• , eyw fle &d (Js ... and his
remarkable combination of antithesis, chiasmus and symmetry,
put his own four verbs into the active voice, and reduced the
number oE contrasted words and clauses. The repetition of eyw
and the changes of subject were then avoided. The resultant
wdting has rather more meaning by interpreting and replacing
the vague words "saved" and "ruined" found in Ctesias. The
use of eyw flBV (JB and (Jv flt IJB as contrasts conveys Stryangaeus'
complaint more clearly, and this antithesis is stronger because it
is not confused by others. Nicolaus' version is less stdking, reads
smoother and appears less artificial.
There is only a very small amount of text available for
directly compadng the vocabulary used by Nicolaus to cast his
20) Demetrius ("De EIoe.", 212 = 688 T 14a) specially seleeted these
nine words to exemplify the means of aehieving lvaeYELa, claiming that they
gave ep,rpaaLIJ nÄdolJa to the narrative.
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version with that of Ctesias 21). 9 out of the 31 words (ignoring
xal) of Nicolaus are taken directly from Ctesias, 10 are drawn
from or suggested hy his version hut changed in form (person,
voice, case, etc), and the remainder are suhstituted by Nicolaus
to avoid Ctesias' repetitions or to improve clause balance. But
the introduction to the letter is in contrast. Here Nicolaus bis
departed from the order of Ctesias' narrative and converted the
conversation of Stryangaeus and his adviser from direct to
indirect speech. Yet despite his reshaping, he did not allow himself to produce a letter full of rhetorical devices which would be
incongruous with the Mede's emotions. The clauses are wellbalanced, and the simple style of Ctesias is maintained 22). Nicolaus found a fairly straightforward but vivid style in his source,
and on to this put his own literary polish, but was not himself
responsible for the dramatisation of the story. The absence of
more source material with which Nicolaus can be compared
makes it difficult to say whether the same treatment was applied
to all the "Histories"23). But a similarity of style in the longer
fragments 24), and Nicolaus' boast that he "took more trouble
over writing history than anyone else had ever done" and "by
sheer hard work finished it" 25) point to the probability that this
same process was adopted where personalities and anecdotes
took up a large proportion of his writings, and where his source
also had a leaning to this style of composition26).
2.1) I.e.: Papyrus, lines 5-10, 2.6-2.7; and Nicolaus, lines 6-12., 2.6-2.7
(Jacoby, F.Gr.H. HA, p. 336, lines 2.2.-2.5). As mentioned eadier, Nicolaus
in his version misses out a considerable part of the papyrus, where Stryangaeus muses on the influence of 6 8e6(;.
2.2) Ctesias has 14 one-syllable and 9 two-syllable words in the contrasted sections, and Nicolaus 14 and 5 respectively (in two cases with four
one-syllable words in sequence).
2.3) The "Histories" was written in 144 books (Athen. 6.54, p. 2.49A
= 90 T 1I), a universal history from the eady Orient to c. 4 BC.
2.4) E. g. 90 FF 3and 66, both from Ctesias.
2.5) 90 F 135, p. 42.2.,lines 28-2.9. The claim is somewhat conventional.
The words flF:yav Te :nOvav V1tOl1TcJ(; are taken by Wacholder (op. cit., p. 68)
to refer to the actual amassing and selection of sources, but Nicolaus had
already mentioned this in the clause before - :rtäuav d8eotl1a(; TT,v Il1TO(!tav.
The reshaping and rewriting of his material is surely more probable.
2.6) It was obviously easier to do this when dealing with legendary
history. Yet many FF in Nicolaus are treated more prosaically than would
have been expected, if his usual technique was in fact to dramatise his
sources (Cf. 90 FF 2.5,34, 36). This makes it almost certain that Nicolaus'
alleged dramatisation merely reflects the characteristics of his source.
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Ctesias recorded Assyrian and Median history in the first
six books of his "Perska" 27); Nkolaus covered the same field in
not more than two 28). What criteria did Nicolaus use to reduce
Ctesias to perhaps a third of its original bulk? The Stryangaeus
letter shows that Nicolaus omitted a considerable proportion of
the original which he thought unnecessary to the main line of the
story, and there were doubtless other occasions when the same
thing was done. On the other hand, it would be difficult to add
more detail and expand some parts of his narrative. This is
demonstrated admirably by the Parsondes-Nanarus story in
90 F 4, where the feminising process to be carried out on the
manly Parsondes by his enemy - to be shaved, have his hair
plaited, skin bleached, etc. - is described on three occasions 29).
Nkolaus did not therefore contract his source in a uniform
manner. Secondly, all the first five fragments of Nicolaus, which
deal with Assyria and Media, have a web of intrigue in them and
are treated in a melodramatic fashion 30). Thirdly, when compared
with Diodorus, Nicolaus deals with a markedly narrower field
but goes into much greater detail 3l). Consequently, if these hisstorically unimportant stories are treated by Nicolaus in such
great detail relative to the total amount of space he devoted to
these two empires, his account of the period would seem to have
consisted mainly of the more romantic, intriguing and unusual
episodes he found in Ctesias, held together by a linking narrative.
The foregoing examination of the Ctesias fragment strongly
suggests that Jacoby was correct in his view that Nicolaus was
largely indebted to Ctesias for the basic dramatisation of these
fragments. Two further observations give support to this. Firstly,
it has been shown that Nicolaus found Stryangaeus' letter
already couched in rhetorical direct speech and a dialogue preceding it, and yet he reported this conversation in indirect speech,
so actually toning down the more vivid and dramatic aspects of
his source. In the second place, the use of direct speech to record
conversations and sentiments is prominent inthe sections
27) Photius "BibI." 72, 35 b, p. 105, lines 36-37 = 688 T 8.
28) Books land 2.
29) 90 F 4, p. 332, lines 30ff.; p. 333, lines 2-7, 8-14. Athenaeus
(12.4°, p. BoD = 688 F 6) shows conclusively that this story was told by
Ctesias.
30) 90 FF 1-5, pp. 328-336.
31) Diodorus also followedCtesias in covering the same ground
(Book 2. 1-34). His account seems to be more of aprecis, and is always
more sober than Nicolaus'.
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treating the Orient and Lydia 32), but there is only one instance
in all the other fragments 33), even though there were many
excellent opportunities to do so 34). This contrast of usage
suggests that Nicolaus was dependent for his composition in
dialogue, direct speech and narrative on his sources. It would be
much easier to copy or recast the conversations of Ctesias than
to invent them where they were not already in his source. The
same would apply to the general narrative. The vast length of
his work must have made him follow the language and tone of
his sources to a very large extent.
Sedgefield, England
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32) Source: Ctesias and Xanthus.
33) 90 F 56. The story is also told by "Plutarch"? in "De Liber.
Educ." 4, and in "Apophth. Lacon." 225 F, with direct speech at the same
points in the narrative. It was obviously a well-known story, and the similarity of"Plutarch" and Nicolaus shows almost certainly that the latter took
the direct speech from his source.
34) E.g. 90 FF 7, 8, 10, 54,61.

